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Burroughs, Edgar Rice, 1918 (onwards). The "Caspak" series. This series also includes The People That Time Forgot (1918), and Out Of Time’s Abyss (1918). Published by various paperback companies including ACE, NY.
Burroughs, Edgar Rice, 1921. Tarzan The Terrible. McClurg Books, Chicago.(also in Argosy All Story Feb.12 to March 26)
Burroughs, Edgar Rice, 1922 (onwards). The "Pellucidar" series. This series includes At The Earth’s Core (1922), Pellucidar (1929), Tanar Of Pellucidar (1929), Tarzan At The Earth’s Core (1929), Back To The Stone Age (1937), Return To Pellucidar (1941), and Land Of Terror (1944). Published by various paperback companies including ACE, NY.
Burroughs, Edgar Rice, 1913 and 1925. The “Caveman” series. This two-book series includes The Cave Girl (193) and The Eternal Savage (1925). Published by various paperback companies including ACE, NY.


Gurney, James, 2007. *Dinotopia: Journey to Chandara (Dinotopia IV)*. Andrews McMeel
Publishing, NY.

The Science Fictional Dinosaur.
Hering, Henry A., 1899. Silas P. Cornu's Diving Rod. *Cassell's Family Magazine*, June
issue.
Gladbach, Germany.
(Revised and expanded from the 1983 edition.)


Milne, Robert Duncan, 1882. The Iguanodon's Egg. The Argonaut, April 1 issue.


1997.

Swanwick, Michael, 1999. *Scherzo with Tyrannosaur*. Asimov’s Science Fiction Magazine 23(7):20-29. {Hugo Award Winner !}


An excellent overview of fantasy and science fiction literature involving dinosaurs, from the very first in the end of the 19th century, to today's thrillers. Many obscure works of fiction are given long-needed attention, and this comprehensive look is a must for anyone interested in dinosaurs and fiction narratives. With the work of the late Michael Crichton and its spinoffs as the codifiers for today's image of dinosaurs, it's a real treat to see these fascinating creatures in the works of a potpourri of science fiction masters. Read more.

Go to Amazon.com to see all 2 reviews Fantastic creatures: an anthology of fantasy and science fiction. Item Preview. remove-circle.

Introduction / by Isaac Asimov -- The smallest dragonboy / by Ann McCaffrey -- The Botticelli horror / by Lloyd Biggle, Jr. - - Kid Cardula / by Jack Ritchie -- The man from P.I.G. / by Harry Harrison -- Flight over XP-637 / by Craig Sayre -- The bees from Borneo / by Will H. Gray -- The anglers of Arz / by Roger Dee -- The game of rat and dragon / by Cordwainer Smith. Access-restricted-item. true. See more of Science Fiction and Fantasy Readers on Facebook. Log In. or. Create New Account. See more of Science Fiction and Fantasy Readers on Facebook. Log In. Forgotten account?Â Weâ€™ve heard about dinosaurs on a theme park island now how about dinosaurs in another dimension. Sue Riley. 30 December 2016 at 00:06. This is an Urgent Heads Up for anyone who has bought books from All ...Romance - there is a banner headline on their site which says 'They are closing their doors at midnight (their time) on 31st December', so if you've got a bookshelf/library with them, you only have until then to back it up. After that, it will cease to exist.Â Tears for Her Dragon by Julia Mills is part of the exciting SHIFTERS HALLOWS EVE anthology which will be live on Oct 25th! This is a list of science-fiction novels, novel series, and collections of linked short stories. It includes modern novels, as well as novels written before the term "science fiction" was in common use. This list includes novels not marketed as SF but still considered to be substantially science fiction in content by some critics, such as Nineteen Eighty Four. As such, it is an inclusive list, not an exclusive list based on other factors such as level of notability or literary quality. Books are